Fisher Phillips Attorneys Listed in 2016 Louisiana Super Lawyers

New Orleans Labor and Employment Lawyers Named Among Best in State
1.4.16

NEW ORLEANS, LA (January 5, 2016) – Fisher Phillips New Orleans announces five attorneys have been included in Super Lawyers’ 2016 Louisiana Super Lawyers list, an honor bestowed to less than five percent of lawyers in Louisiana. Within the Employment & Labor category, those listed from the firm include Regional Managing Partner Edward F. Harold, Partner Keith Pyburn, Jr., Partner Michael Mitchell and Partner Timothy Scott.

Additionally, the law firm’s Associates Michelle Anderson and Tabatha George were included in the 2016 Louisiana Rising Stars, also named by Super Lawyers. Louisiana Rising Stars is another exclusive list, recognizing no more than 2.5 percent of Louisiana lawyers fewer than 40 years of age or in practice for 10 years or less.

Super Lawyers, a Thomson Reuters business, is a rating service of outstanding attorneys from more than 70 practice areas who have attained a high degree of peer recognition and professional achievement. The annual selections are made using a patented multiphase process, which results in a credible, comprehensive and diverse listing of exceptional lawyers.

The Super Lawyers and Rising Stars lists are published nationwide in Super Lawyers Magazine and in leading city and regional publications, such as Louisiana Life and St. Charles Avenue. Super Lawyers Magazine also features editorial profiles of attorneys who embody excellence in their practice of law.